Social media has become an effective channel for communicating both trends and public opinion on current events. However the automatic topic classification of social media content pose various challenges. Topic classification is a common technique used for automatically capturing themes that emerge from social media streams. However, such techniques are sensitive to the evolution of topics when new event-dependent vocabularies start to emerge (e.g., Crimea becoming relevant to War Conflict during the Ukraine crisis in 2014). Therefore, traditional supervised classification methods which rely on labelled data could rapidly become outdated. In this paper we propose a novel transfer learning approach to address the classification task of new data when the only available labelled data belong to a previous epoch. This approach relies on the incorporation of knowledge from DBpedia graphs. Our findings show promising results in understanding how features age, and how semantic features can support the evolution of topic classifiers.
Introduction
Microbloging platforms such as Twitter, has proven to be powerful tools for sharing opinions and spreading the word on trends and current events. Understanding what is being discussed on social media has been the focus of much research and development, to monitor opinion and sentiment [21, 11] , to detect emerging events [27, 8] , to track topics [5, 12] , etc. One persistent challenge often faced by such works is the task of assigning topic labels to microposts; a core step in classifier training. The continuous change in topics and vocabulary on social media raises the need for retraining such classifiers with fresh topic-label annotations, which are often time consuming and costly to acquire. Topic classification of microposts is also challenged by the inherent characteristics of social media content, which often consists of ill-formed language, abbreviations, and hashtags.
In an event-dependent topic, not only new lexical features could potentially recharacterise the topic, but also previous features could fade out and become irrelevant for this topic. Because of the progressive feature drifts of topics in dynamic environments the expectation that training data and future data to be in the same feature space is not normally met. One such topic is Violence in Social Media and microposts, whose language model is continuously reshaping based on current violence-related events. For example, the word Crimea might not have been relevant to the topic Violence two years ago, but has become increasingly relevant in recent months. Similarly, the term Jan25, which was characteristic of violence behaviour during the Egyptian revolution, is now less representative of violence in current microblogs.
Such concept drifts [9] [16] introduce new challenges to the topic classification of tweets. These linguistic and topic evolutions contribute to the progressive reshaping of the language model that characterises a topic, which renders existing topic classification models less and less efficient. To maintain the adequacy of our models, it is necessary to regularly retune them to fit current social media content. Relearning the models would enable us to incorporate new relevant features, and to reuse the weight of features which have become outdated or less relevant to the topic.
Particularly on a topic classification of tweets at a current epoch, it is common to only have sufficient training data from previous epochs. An extensive area of research which addresses this problem is Transfer Learning [18] , which aims to apply knowledge learned in the past to solve new problems.
In this paper we propose a transfer learning approach to the epoch-based topic classification of tweets, where no label data is available on a current epoch but label data from past epochs is available. This approach relies on the incorporation of semantic features derived from temporal topic graphs extracted from a structured knowledge source. DBpedia has become one of the major sources of structured knowledge extracted from Wikipedia. Such structures gradually re-shape the representation of Topics as new events relevant to such topics emerge. The incorporation of new event-data to a topic representation leads to a linguistic evolution of a topic, but also to a change on its semantic structure. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches for topic classification using semantic features [10] [3] [26] , has focused on the epoch-based transfer learning task. In this work we present a comparison of lexical and semantic features on epoch-based transfer learning tasks. The main contributions of this paper can be summarised as follows:
(1) we generate a cross-epoch dataset consisting of 12,000 annotated tweets over three different years and three topics; (2) we enrich our classification models with 4 types of semantic features extracted from our Twitter content using different DBpedia dumps (3.6 to 3.9) to simulate epoch-based settings; (3) we propose a novel weighting strategies for epoch-based transfer learning which relies on topic-based semantic graphs at a given point in time. Our findings show that the proposed strategies improve performance upon our baseline while outperforming F-measure upon lexical features; and (4) we compare the performance of lexical feature-based models against semantic features. Our findings demonstrate that class-based (rdf:type) features alone can achieve on average a gain in F of 12% over lexical features on cross-epoch settings.
Related Work
Topic classification of tweets consists of the task of labelling a tweet as being either topic-related or non-topic-related. Various works have made use of lexical and profile based features to approach this task [19, 24] . Other approaches have incorporated the use of external knowledge sources (KS) to enrich Twitter content. Some of them relying only on KS [10, 23, 17] ; others incorporating semantic features derived from semantic meta graphs [26, 3] on supervised settings; and others incorporating DBpedia lexical features on unsupervised classification tasks [2] . However to the best of our knowledge, none of these approaches focused on the epoch-based transfer learning task. In contrast to previous work, rather than focusing on how semantic features perform against lexical features within the same epoch datasets, we focus on analysing the change in performance on cross-epoch settings. In these settings, models are trained on data from an epoch t, and tested on data for which no training data is available yet. Transfer learning was proposed over a decade ago [25, 4] . However, its use in natural language processing is relatively new [18] . [1] introduced a structural correspondence learning method for domain adaptation applied to part-of-speech tagging. [7] introduced the feature augmentation strategy for domain adaptation. [15] studied crossdomain classification by applying word similarities using semantic nets. However, their setting is not cross-epoch dependent but rather cross-domain. Previous work on sentiment analysis [12] studied the simultaneous sentiment and topic detection on a dynamic setting based on an unsupervised approach. As opposed to previous work which rely on the use of lexical features, we propose the incorporation of semantic features in the cross-epoch learning task. To the best of our knowledge no existing work has been formally studied for the topic classification of tweets as a cross-epoch transfer learning task on a supervised setting.
Characterising Topic Changes with DBpedia
DBpedia is periodically updated to incorporate any additions and modification in Wikipedia. This enables us to track how specific resources evolve over time, by comparing these resources over subsequent DBpedia editions.
For example, changes to the semantic graph for the concept Barack Obama can be derived from snapshots of this resource's semantic graph from different DBpedia dumps. 3 . Consider Figure 1 , although some of the triples remain unchanged in consecutive dumps, (e.g. Changes regarding a resource are exposed both through new semantic features (i.e triples) and new lexical features -appearing on changes in a resource's abstract-.
DBpedia therefore covers a wealth of structured resources exhibiting both lexical and semantic information. Moreover, these resources are commonly characterised with a Topic via the skos:subject property, which links a DBpedia resource with a skos:Concept. Hence in DBpedia each particular topic (e.g. cat:War 4 ) is broadly represented through its associations with a large number of resources (e.g. dbp:Warprofiteering). This resource-concept relationship yields to a broad set of resources characterising a topic. A topic can be therefore represented by a collection of resources belonging to both the main topic (e.g. cat:War) and resources (e.g dbp:Combat assessment) belonging to subcategories (e.g. cat:Military operations) of the main Topic.
Using multiple DBpedia dumps, we are able to characterise topics during different time periods. This paper proposes a novel approach which makes use of time-based semantic graph changes for characterising the relevance of a feature to a given Topic. The following section introduces our framework for extracting a time-dependent DBpediabased representations of tweets. It also presents a set of feature weighting strategies which aim to overcome the drop in classification performance when classifiers are applied to previously unseen datasets.
Framework for Twitter Topic Classification with DBpedia
Since the changes on the lexical and semantic representation of a topic are time-dependent, we propose to make use of temporal features in the form of semantic-graphs snapshots. In this paper we aim to understand how the relevance of features for classifying a topic changes once the characterisation of that topic changes over time. To this end, we perform an analysis based on the lexical and semantic feature expansion of tweets using DBpedia 5 . This involves investigating how the availability of resources overtime can impact the classification performance on previously unseen data. As depicted in Figure  2 , our framework makes use of different DBpedia dumps for the topic classification of tweets. The main stages of this framework are: 1) Extraction of lexical and semantic features from tweets; 2) Time-dependent content modelling; 3) Strategy for weighting topic-relevant features with DBpedia; and 4) Construction of time-dependent topic classifiers based on lexical, semantic and joint features . These stages are described in the following subsections.
Lexical and Semantic Feature Extraction
We focus on two main feature types: lexical and semantic features. The lexical feature representation of a tweet consists of a bag of words approach using a TF-IDF weighting strategy [13] . To generate a semantic feature representation of a tweet, we make use of DBpedia information for all entities appearing on this content. The semantic feature generation consists of three stages: 1) entity extraction; 2) entity linking to DBpedia resources, and 3) generation of semantic features. We first extract entities from a tweet content using the AlchemyAPI entity extraction and Linked Data service. 6 This service takes a piece of text as an input, and returns a collection of annotated entities appearing in the given text. Each entity annotation provides both the entity type and a set of 
Time-based Content Modeling
A Resource Meta Graph is an aggregation of all resources, properties and classes related to a resource [3] . Here we extend this definition by assigning a temporal marker to this graph:
• R, P, C are finite sets whose elements are resources, properties, and classes; • Y is the ternary relation Y ⊆ R × P × C representing a hypergraph with ternary edges. The hypergraph of a Resource Meta Graph Y is defined as a tripartite graph H (Y) = V, D where the vertices are V = R ∪ P ∪ C, and the edges are:
• f t is a function that assigns a temporal marker to each ternary edge. Therefore a meta graph of a resource provides additional contextual information regarding an entity at a given point in time. In this work we make use of the following features extracted from a resource meta graph:
-Resource feature (Res): Consisting of the resource for which the semantic meta graph is derived. For example for the dbp:Barack Obama resource. Therefore a document can be represented by the semantic features derived from the entities it contains. One approach to weight the semantic feature vector of a document is to use a frequentist approach, like the Semantic Feature Frequency (SFF) [3] weighting strategy which computes the frequency of a feature on a document applying a Laplace smoothing. This SFF will be our baseline for comparing the set of weighting strategies introduced in the following subsection.
Topic-Relevance Strategy for weighting features with DBpedia
Rather than characterising the relevance of a feature on a resource's graph (as in [3] [26]), here we aim to characterise the global relevance of a semantic feature to a given topic in DBpedia at a given point in time. For this we propose a novel set of semantic feature weighting strategies which rely on the semantic representation of a topic derived from DBpedia. As discussed in Section 3, a topic such as War can be represented by the collection of resources belonging to the cat:War category, and resources from its subcategories. This collection of resources build a topic-based graph structure that characterises this topic and evolves as new resources are added to the DBpedia graph.
The following strategies make use of a time-stamped DBpedia Topic graph to derive a feature's relative importance to this topic at a given time. When analysing the children to parent category relations we set the number of traversing steps to 2. In order to capture the relative importance of a feature to a given topic, we propose the following weighting strategies:
-Class-based Topic Relevance (Cls W ): Weights a type-feature f as the ratio of the number of distinct resources whose rdf:type is f and are labeled with categories appearing on the Topic graph, and the number of resources of rdf:type f derived from a DBpedia graph at time t (DB t ). For example to weight the type dbo:OfficeHolder 9 in the context of the Topic War we compute this weight as depicted in Figure 3 . where DB t 10 represents the DBpedia graph at time t. A higher weight means that the type feature f appears more often on resources derived from cat:War, therefore is more relevant to this Topic.
-Property-based Topic Relevance (P rop W ): Weights a property-feature f as the ratio of the number of distinct resources whose property is f and are labeled with categories appearing on the Topic graph; and the number of resources of type f derived from a DBpedia graph at time t (DB t ). For example to weigh the property 9 dbo, qname for http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ 10 DBpedia graph snapshots are based on different DBpedia dumps described in section 5 dbProp:currency 11 in the context of the Topic War we compute this weight as depicted in Figure 4 . -Resource Relevance (Res W ): This weighting strategy does not make use of the topic graph, but rather characterises the relevance of a resource by comparing it to other resources. It is defined as the ratio of the number of resources which share this resource's categories and the number of resources in DBpedia labelled by a category derived from a DBpedia graph at time t (DB t ). For example to weight the resource dbp:Barack Obama 12 we compute this weight as described in Figure 6 : Once the semantic feature space of a corpus has been weighted based on the above weighting strategies, we integrate these weights into the feature representation of a tweet post by multiplying the number of times the feature appears on the document by the feature weight derived from the DBpedia graph (DB t). Therefore the semantic feature f in a document x is weighted based on the frequency of a semantic feature f in a document x with Laplace smoothing and the topic-relevance of the feature in the DB t graph:
where N x (f ) is the number of times feature f appears in all the semantic metagraphs associated with document x derived from the DB t graph ; F is the semantic features' vocabulary of the semantic feature type and W DB t (f ) is the weighting function corresponding to the semantic feature type computed based on the DB t graph. 13 This weighting function captures the relative importance of a document's semantic features against the rest of the corpus and incorporates the topic-relative importance of these features in the DB t graph.
Construction of Time-Dependent Topic Classifiers
To characterise the time-dependent impact on the decay in performance of a topic classifier we focus on the binary topic classification task in cross-epoch-based scenarios. In these scenarios the classifier that we train on a corpus from epoch t − 1, is tested on a corpus on epoch t. We use our semantic graphs to characterise the two corpora, to verify our hypothesis that, as opposed to lexical features which are situation-dependent and can change progressively in time, semantic structures -including ontological classes and properties -can provide a more stable representation of a Topic in cross-epoch settings.
Following the weighting strategies in the previous section, the semantic feature representations of the t − 1 corpus and the t corpus, are both generated from the DBpedia graph available at t − 1. For example when applying a classifier trained on data from 2010, the feature space of a target test set from 2011 is computed based on the DBpedia version used for training the 2010-based classifier. This is in order to simulate the availability of resources in a DBpedia graph at a given time. 14 
Experimental Setup
In this section we introduce our datasets and present the experimental setting for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed weighting strategies on a cross-epoch transfer learning task.
Dataset Description
Our datasets comprise two main collections: DBpedia and Twitter datasets. The DBpedia collection is comprised of four DBpedia dumps (3.6 to 3.9). 15 These dumps were installed on a Virtuoso server using separate named-graphs for each dump to facilitates dump-specific SPARQL queries. The DBpedia dumps allow us to extract semantic features for resources contained on a tweet, based on a specific DBpedia graph available at a particular epoch.
The Twitter datasets consist of a collection of Violence-related topics: Disaster Accident, Law Crime and War Conflict. Each of these datasets comprises three epoch-based collections of tweets, corresponding to 2010, 2011, and 2013. The 2010 collection was gathered during November 2010 and December 2010 comprising over 1 million tweets. The 2011 collection was gathered during August 2011 also comprising over 1 million tweets. Finally the 2013 collection was sampled during September of 2013 also comprising of over 1 million tweets. To generate our gold standard we first labelled these tweets using the topic labelling service from OpenCalais 16 which classifies a tweet into 18 different categories. 17 Then for each year we retrieved those tweets with labels corresponding to "Disaster & Accident", "Law & Crime" and "War & Conflict".
Based on a random selection of 10,000 tweets for each year of each Topic we used the AlchemyAPI service to extract entities. Then we performed a manual annotation based only on those tweets which contained at least one resource. We stop the manual annotation of a randomly sorted sample for each Topic for each year when reaching 1,000 tweets per topic per year, giving us a total of 9,000 tweets. In order to generate a negative set for each year, we used a 10,000 sample of the OpenCalais annotated set with tweets annotated with categories other than these three. We also pre-filtered tweets which contained at least one entity. Since in this work our aim is topic characterisation rather than violence detection we decided to keep balanced sets. Therefore for each year we kept a manual annotation of 1,000 tweets which are not related to any of these three topics. Based on the manual re-annotation of two annotators (computer science researchers) we achieved an averaged inter-annotator Kappa score of 73.5%. The final Twitter dataset therefore contained 12,000 annotated tweets.
In order to derive the lexical features, these datasets were preprocessed by first removing punctuation, numbers, non-alphabet characters, stop words, and links. We then performed Porter stemming [20] in order to reduce the vocabulary size. To generate the semantic features we used the disambiguated DBpedia links provided by AlchemyAPI. However since Alchemy is based on the most recent DBpedia dump, we resolved each disambiguated DBpedia resource to the DBpedia dump available at the time in which the tweet was created. Therefore for each document we only kept those entities which existed on the DBpedia dump available at the time in which the tweet was created.
The general statistics of these datasets including semantic features is summarised in Table 1 . In this work we follow a frequency-based weighting strategy, which is a common approach in Information Retrieval. However here we report that only 26% of the lexical features in our Twitter dataset have frequency greater than 1 on a document. For the semantic feature spaces we have the following distributions: Cat-11%,Prop-94.7%,Res-1%,Cls-29% 18 . Notice that for each cross-time setting scenario presented in Section 6 where a classifier at time t is tested on a dataset at t + 1, we recalculated the semantic features of the t + 1 dataset to point back to the DBpedia graph available at time t. Table 2 , presents the top three lexical and semantic features ranked based on the SFF baseline strategy and based on our weighting strategies for the 2010 Law Crime topic. The left column present the top semantic features ranked using our baseline (SFF) while the right column presents top features ranked using our semantic weighting strategies (SFG). Notice that while the frequency based strategy (SFF) seem to provide a representation specific to the current-situation modelling the Topic; the proposed SFG seem to provide a broader representation of the Topic based on the information derived from the DBpedia graph. 
Experimental Setting
To assess the features temporal impact on a classification task we use as a baseline the performance of a topic classifier trained and tested on an epoch t. In this case we assess performance differences when a classifier is tested on future epochs as we described in Section 4.4. We use the standard weighting strategies as a baseline (i.e., TF-IDF for BOW and SFF for semantic features 19 ). In this collection of classifiers features were weighted based on our baseline weighting strageties: TF-IDF for the BoW features and SFF for the semantic features ( SF F ). We also generated the same set of classifiers but this time using the SF G weighting strategies ( SF G) introduced in Section 4. We also generated merged settings, here Sem SF F and Sem SF G correspond to classifiers trained on joint semantic features weighted with SF F and SF G respectively. Sem joint refers to classifiers using all semantic features weighted with the SF F +SF G setting. The All classifiers are based on the semantic + BoW settings; the subscript indicates the weighting scheme.
Experimental Results
In this section we address the following questions: Do semantic features built from DBpedia Graphs aid on a cross-epoch transfer learning task for the topic classification of Tweets? if so, to what extent can these semantic features help the classification task?
In our experiments we used Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6] with polynomial kernel classifiers. All the experiments reported here were conducted using a 10-fold cross validation setting [22] [14].
Evaluation of Semantic Features on Same-Epoch Scenarios
In order to assess the benefit of using semantic features in topic classification, we start by studying their role when a topic classifier is trained and tested on the same epoch. Table 3 shows the results of topic classifiers trained and tested on the same years and datasets, using (1) BoW features (i.e., lexical features); (2) baseline semantic features weighted based on SFF (Section 4.2); (3) semantic features with our graphbased weighting strategies (SFG, Section 4.3); (4) using joint semantic features (Sem); and (5) using the joint BoW and semantic features (All).
Results show that in same-epoch scenarios, BoW features outperform all semantic features in topic classification. They also show that while results with SFF are better than with SFG in almost all cases, their joint use outperform the SFF baseline in P. These are interesting, but unsurprising results. This is because the training and classification are done on the same dataset and epoch, and hence the current data content should be more representative of the topic. However this set of same-year results become our baseline against cross-epoch settings (where these classifiers are tested on future epochs).
Evaluation of Semantic Features on Cross-Epoch Scenarios
Now we study the performance of our BoW and semantic features when the training is done on one epoch and the classification is applied to another. This will help us understand how these features decay across epochs. Table 4 presents results for three cross-epoch scenarios for the Disaster Accident (Dis Acc) topic. Each X-Y column refers to the performance of a classifier trained on epoch X and tested on epoch Y. The last column presents the average results of this topic across these cross-epoch scenarios. Comparing the performance of the Dis Acc 2010 classifier (Table 3) with the 2010-2011, and 2010-2013 results (Table4) we observe a consistent drop in F measure when this Dis Acc 2010 TC is applied using BoW features. The same occurs when comparing performance of Dis Acc 2011 when applied to 2013. Moreover we observe that for this Topic all individual semantic features types -weighted with SFF, SFG and SFF+SFG (Joint)-, consistently outperform the BoW baseline in F-measure. When analysing the overall contribution of semantic features we observe that in average all semantic features weighted with SFG (Sem SF G ) significantly improve P when compared to the SFF baseline (Sem SF F ) (t-test with α < 0.01), while consistently improve F-measure when compared to the averaged BoW features (t-test with α < 0.01). To compare the benefit of the proposed weighting strategies across all topics we computed the averaged P, R, F1 across epochs for each Topic. These averages, presented in Table 5 , show that in average the merged SFG (Sem SF G features significantly outperforms the merged SFF (Sem SF F ) features (t-test with α < 0.01) classifiers by 4.3%. These results also show that on cross-epoch scenarios, on average, some individual semantic features-based classifiers outperform the BoW classifier in Fmeasure obtaining a maximum increment of 16.37% (t-test with α < 0.01) when using the Cls joint weighted feature. Moreover Class semantic features(Cls) alone (ClsSFF, ClsSFG, ClsJoint) in average consistently outperform BoW in F with a gain of 12.5% for all cross-epoch scenarios for all three topics. This demostrates that the use of Cls semantic features alone compared to lexical features is benefitial in characterising a topic in time.
We also observe that when incorporating BoW to the semantic feature space -extended feature representation of a document, where a tweet is represented using its lex-ical+semantic features -we consistently outperform the BoW baseline for the three joint settings (All SF G , All SF G , All joint ) with the highest F-measure achieved by the All SF G classifier. This setting significantly outperforms the BoW classifier in Fmeasure by 1.6% (t-test with α < 0.01) while providing the best precision across semantic features. This positive increment indicates that the incorporation of external knowledge (DBpedia-graph) in the cross-epoch transfer learning task is beneficial when applied jointly with document derived weighting strategies.
We analyse the relevance decay of features based on performance gain on the crossepoch scenarios. These is calculated by comparing the cross-scenario performance of each classifier against the performance of the corresponding classifier on the same-year scenario (e.g. 2010-2011 compared against 2010). The heatmap to the left in Figure  7 presents our results for all features. The heatmap to the right in Figure 7 presents Disaster Acc
Law Crime
War Conflict Average the averaged gain on BoW for three cross-epochs for each Topic. The heatmap to the left presents average gain on F-measure on a cross-scenario compared against its corresponding same-year scenario classifier. A higher value indicates that the feature adapts better (i.e. lower decay) in a cross-epoch setting, while a lower value indicates that on average the feature is less relevant for a topic on a cross-epoch setting. The heatmap to the right presents the average gain on BoW F-measure on a cross-scenario compared against its corresponding BoW gain on a same-year scenario classifier. Here a higher value indicates that a feature adapts better than the BoW on a cross-epoch setting, while a lower value indicate otherwise. Here we observe that on a cross-epoch setting the Cls semantic features are highly relevant for the cross-epoch learning task. Moreover based on these results, these semantic feature appears to provide more stable (i.e. lower decay) information than the one provided by the BoW. In this case the Cls joint exhibits a gain which exceeds on over 7% the BoW one. Finally to analyse the gain over BoW on the cross-epochs, we computed gain differences on the BoW F-measure obtained by each feature, and compared it with the one of the same-year scenarios. These results indicate that on average the Cls features exhibit a lower decay when compared to the BoW providing a more stable F-measure on the cross-epoch scenarios.
Discussion
In this paper we introduce a novel approach to the cross-epoch transfer learning task. This approach proposes the use of semantic features as a more stable representation of a topic over time. While the proposed set of weighting strategies is based on heuristics, other weighting strategies could be studied in future work. Such strategies could be enhanced with methods and results from work on ontology and linked data searching, ranking, and summarisation. Also other lexical features (e.g. part-of-speech) and Fig. 7 . Averaged gain on BoW for three cross-epochs for each Topic structure information (e.g. WordNet) 20 could be used along with semantic features to improve performance.
The limited availability of annotated datasets spanning across longer periods of time made us focus only on a range of three different epochs. This work could be further expanded by considering longer periods of time, and by experimenting with different type of topics. So far we have demostrated that for the violence-related topics the Cls feature exhibited the lowest relevance decay on the transfer learning task. For these topics some individual features were less performing that others. However further research is necessary to understand what makes a semantic feature a good option for the cross-epoch modeling task depending on the type of topic.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we proposed the use of semantic features to approach the cross-epoch transfer learning task for topic classification of tweets. Moreover we introduced a framework which proposes to enrich semantic features by incorporating information derived from an external knowledge source. The framework introduced a set of weighting strategies which calculates the relevance of features from time-stamped topic graphs extracted from DBpedia. Our results showed that semantic features are much slower to decay than other features, and that they can improve performance upon traditional BoW-based classifiers in cross-epoch scenarios. Furthermore, results showed that the proposed strategies improve performance upon our baseline while outperforming Fmeasure upon BoW features. These results demonstrate the feasibility of the use of semantic features in epoch-based transfer learning tasks. This opens new possibilities for the research of concept drift tracking for transfer learning based on existing Linked Data sources. Future work includes the comparison of semantic feature based transfer learning with other state of the art transfer learning approaches based on lexical features.
